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Abstract
Applications of Computational Homology
By ChristopherAaron Johnson
Homology is a eld of topology that classi es objects based on the numberof ndimensional holes (cuts,tunnels,voids,etc.)they possess.Thenumberof its real lifeapplications is quickly growing,which requires development of modern computational methods.In my thesis,Iwill present methods of calculation,algorithms,and implementations
of simplicial homology,alpha shapes,and persistent homology.
TheAlpha Shapes method represents a point cloud as theunion of balls centered at
eachpoint,andbasedon theseballs,a complexcan bebuilt andhomology computed.If the
balls areallowed to grow,onecan computethepersistent homology,which gives a better
understanding of the shape of the object represented by the point cloud by eliminating
noise.
Thesemethods areparticularly well suited forstudying biological molecules.Iwill
test the hypothesis that persistent homology can describe some important features of a
proteins shape.
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I. Introduction
"The organic unity of mathematics is inherent in the nature of this science,
for mathematics is the foundation of all exact knowledge of natural phenomena.
That it may completely ful l this high mission, may the new century bring
it gifted masters and many zealous and enthusiastic disciples!" David Hilbert
(Closing of his speech to the International Congress of Mathematicians at Paris
in 1900) (16).
In the years since Hilberts speech, topology has indeed made great advances in
both theory and applications, particularly in applications to natural phenomena.
this thesis, I will address one such area: Computational Homology.

In

I will present and

modify algorithms from Edelsbrunner, Zomorodian and others, implement them in C++,
and apply them to a real world application.

First, however, I will present some theory

necessary for using Computational Homology.
Just as one of the purposes of mathematics is to obtain exact knowledge of natural
phenomena, the object of topology is to study the shape of a space up to topological
equivalence. This is done by studying topological invariants, or properties of a space
that remain the same under homeomorphisms. Some examples of topological invariants
are continuity of a space, connectivity, and separability. Algebraic topology simpli es this
study of a space by associating algebraic structures to the geometric spaces. These algebraic
structures are topological invariants and include homology, cohomology, and homotopy.
We will use homology, which associates homology groups to a space. We will use these
groups to make conclusions about the space itself such as how many k-dimensional holes
it possesses.
We will use Alpha Shapes as a natural way of modeling biological molecules, which
will allow us to use Simplicial Homology to describe the molecule itself. Furthermore, we
can use these methods to simplify the spaces by removing features we de ne as noise.
Zomorodian has used persistent homology for Classi cation and Recognition of shapes
(1). We will use this idea to recognize and describe protein binding sites.
1

I would like to note that all tables and graphs were created using Microsoft Excel
2000. Graphics were created in both Geometers Sketchpad and Mathcad.
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II. Homology
It is often the case that scienti c observations yield a set of n-dimensional points used to
represent a space. Examples include coordinates of locations on the globe identi ed by
GPS (Global Positioning System), coordinates of atoms in a protein measured by X-ray
Crystallography, or coordinates of bodies in space. In any case, we would like to take that
point set, and describe the shape of the space it represents. This type of analysis lends
itself naturally to a homology theory called simplicial homology. Simplicial homology is a
classical tool of topology, developed by Poincaré(Analysis Situs, 1895) (8), which takes a
simplicial complex and yields the homology groups of the underlying space. To understand
exactly what this means, we will begin with the following de nitions (3).
De nition 1 Given an n-dimensional polygon P in a Euclidean space E, P is a simplex
if P is the simplest possible polygon of dimension n in E. These simplices are the point (0
dim), edge (1 dim), triangle (2 dim), tetrahedron (3 dim), and the hypertetrahedron (3+

dim). In any dimension, a simplexkhas k+1
faces.
i+1 iDe nition 2 A face of a simplex k is a simplex l such that l  k and dim l < dim k.
This is denoted l  k. If l has dimension i, then l is called an i-face of k.
De nition 3 An n-dimensional simplicial complex K is a collection of simplices of dimension  n such that:
1. If l is a face of a simplexk2 K, then l 2 K.
2. For k, l 2 K, k \ l  k & k \ l  l.
R emark 4 A simplicial complexcan also be referred to as a triangulation of a space.
De nition 5 The space X represented by a triangulation K is called the space underlying
K or the realization of K and is denoted jKj. This space X is the union of the simplices
in K.
This is an illustration of a simplicial complex K in R2 representing an annulus.
3

Simplicial complex representing an annulus in R2
De nition 6 A simplicial complex is called directed if each simplex of dimension greater
than zero has an associated direction. For example, the direction of an edge can be de ned
by determining a starting and terminating endpoint. Each face, or 2-simplex, can have a
clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Direction of higher dimensional simplices can be
de ned similarly by providing an order of vertices.
Now, we would like to be able to move through a simplicial complex, in order to
study its structure, keeping track of simplices and direction as we move. To do this, we
will de ne an algebraic structure called a chain.
De nition 7 Let K be a directed m-complex. A k-chain C is de ned as
C=

m
X

ai  i

i=1

where ai 2 Z,  i 2 K.

The set of all k-chains in a complex, called a chain complex, is

denoted by Ck for k = 0, 1, . . . . For completeness, we will de ne 0 = ;, the zero.
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This can be described as moving through the complex with ai being the number of
times we cross  i (negative if we cross it against its associated direction). Furthermore,
we can add k-chains as follows:
De nition 8 Let B and C be k-chains, where
B = b1 1 + b2 2 + : : : + bk k and C = c1  1 + c2  2 + : : : + ck  k
then
B + C = b1 1 + b2 2 + : : : + bk k + c1  1 + c2  2 + : : : + ck  k
= (b1 + c1 )1 + (b2 + c2 )2 + : : : + (bk + ck )k
Theorem 9 Ck forms an abelian group with respect to this addition.
Proof.Let A, B, and C be k-chains of the directed complex K. A = a1 1 + a2 2 +
: : : + ak k ;B = b1 1 + b2 2 + : : : + bk k and C = c1 1 + c2 2 + : : : + ck k
1. A + B + C = (A + B) + C = ((a1 + b1 ) + c1 )1 +((a2 + b2 ) + c2 )2 + : : : + ((an +
bn ) + cn )n :By the associative property of real numbers, this is equal to (a1 + (b1 +
c1 ))1 +(a2 +(b2 +c2 ))2 +: : : +(an +(bn +cn ))n = A+(B +C): Therefore, addition
of chains is associative.
2. The identity element for K is the chain zero chain.
3. The inverse element for a is -1a1 1 + 1a2 2 + : : : :
4. A + B = (a1 + b1 )1 +(a2 + b2 )2 + : : : +(an + bn )n : By the associative property of
real numbers, this is equal to (b1 + a1 )1 +(b2 + a2 )2 + : : : +(bn + an )n : Therefore,
addition of chains is commutative.

Now, using chains, we are in a better position to describe the faces of a simplex
algebraically.
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De nition 10 Let K be a directed complex and  a k-simplex in K. The boundary of ,
denoted by @(), is the k-chain de ned as the sum of the (k-1)-faces of  with the signs
reecting the orientation of the faces.
Remark 11 Therefore, the boundary operator maps a k-simplex to a chain of (k-1)simplices.
De nition 12 Let K be a directed complex and C be a k-chain in K de ned by
C = a1  1 + a2  2 + : : : + an  n , where  i are simplices,
then the boundary operator @: Ck ! Ck

1

(for k > 0) applied to C is de ned as

@(C) = a1 @( 1 ) + a2 @( 2 ) + : : : + an @( n )

Now we have the abelian group Ck derived from a simplicial complex. This group is
easier to work with than the simplicial complex, and it retains some important properties
of the complex, but it is too large. Now our goal is to nd a smaller subgroup that still
contains the properties we need. Since the group is an algebraic structure, we may talk
about sub-groups, kernels, images, etc.
De nition 13 By de nition, the kernel of @(c) for c 2 Ck is the set of chains C such that
@(C) = 0. W e will denote this set Zk  Ck , and we will call the elements of Zk k-cycles.
Theorem 14 Zk is a subgroup of Ck .
Cycles will be very important to us in describing the shape of the simplicial complex.
Let us consider the following examples.

6

Example of Cycles
Let the directions on a, b, and c be de ned by a clockwise movement around the
triangle. Consider the chain C = a + b + c. For either example, @(C) = (B - A) + (C B) + (A - C) = 0. Therefore, C is a cycle. We now can see that cycles will be important
in describing the shape of the simplicial complex, but we need more tools. Cycles alone
can not determine the di¤erence between K and L,because L has a 2-simplex and K does
not (therefore, K has a hole). What we need is to be able to tell the di¤erence in k-cycles
that do and do not have a (k+1)-simplex attached.
De nition 15 Let C be a k-cycle in the directed complex K. If there exists a (k+1)-chain
D such that @(D) = C, then C is called a k-boundary.

The set of all k-boundaries is

denoted Bk . We can also describe Bk as the image of @ : Ck+1 (K) ! Ck (K).
Now, using cycles and boundaries, we can describe the complexes K and L in the
example above. The chain a + b + c in the complex K is a non-bounding cycle, whereas
the same chain in complex L is a bounding cycle.

Intuitively, non-bounding cycles of

dimension 1 represent holes or tunnels in the simplicial complex.
Theorem 16 Bk is a subgroup of Zk .
Now, to further di¤erentiate chains, we need an equivalence relation to determine
when two non-bounding cycles represent the same hole.
7

De nition 17 Let C and D be chains in the directed complex K. C and D are called
homologous, denoted C  D, if C - D is a k-boundary (3).
Theorem 18  is an equivalence relation on Ck .
Proof. Let c1 , c2 , c3 2 Ck (K).
1. c1 c1 = 02 Bk , therefore, c1 c1.
2. c2 c1 =

1(c1 c2 ): Therefore, if c1 c2 2 Bk , then c2 c1 2 Bk as the inverse of

c1 c2 :
3. Let c1 c2 and c2 c3 . Then c1 c2 2 Bk and c2 c3 2 Bk . Then c1 c2 = @(B1 ) and
c2 c3 = B2 for some B1 ; B2 2 Bk+1 . Then c1 c2 +c2 c3 =c1 c3 = @(B1 )+@(B2 ) =
@(B1 + B2 ): Since B1 +B2 is a (k+1)-chain, c1 c3 .

Now, intuitively, a k-cycle that is not a k-boundary forms a k-dimensional hole in
the simplicial complex, and a k-cycle that is a k-boundary is trivial. We would like to be
able to describe just the k-cycles that are not k-boundaries.
De nition 19 Let k be a directed complex. The kth homology group, denoted by Hk (K),
is de ned as
Hk (K) / Bk (K).
In other words, the kth homology group is the group of equivalence classes of Zk (K)
with the equivalence relation  above.
So, now we have a simple algebraic structure that retains a great deal of information
about the shape of the space jKj.

Let us look at a few examples of how to calculate

homology groups.

8

Part I

Calculating Simplicial Homology

9

"Mathematicians do not study objects, but relations between objects. Thus,
they are free to replace some objects by others so long as the relations remain
unchanged. Content to them is irrelevant: they are interested in form only. ."
Henry Poincaré (19).
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III. Delaunay and Regular Triangulation
In the last chapter, we de ned simplicial complexes and we discussed point clouds. Now,
we would like to associate a 3 dimensional simplicial complex to a 3 dimensional point
cloud.

However, a simplicial complex on a point cloud is not unique. In application, a

particular simplicial complex may be required to ensure certain properties. Two very useful
choices are the Delaunay Triangulation and its generalization, the Regular Triangulation.

3.1

Delaunay Triangulations
We would like to associate a 3 dimensional simplicial complex to a 3 dimensional

point cloud with the points serving as its vertices. To form the simplicial complex from
the set of vertices, we need to add higher dimensional simplices to the point set, while
maintaining certain properties. We will do this in a incremental fashion, to make the
implementation easier. We can de ne a Delaunay Triangulation as follows.
De nition 20 Given a point cloud, K0 (vertices), of a simplicial complex K of dimension
n, the Delaunay Triangulation is the unique simplicial complex of K such that for any nsimplex  2 K, the circumsphere of  contains no points of K0 other than those that make
up the vertices of . This is called the Delaunay Property

Delaunay Triagulation of 4 points
Image 1 in the example above shows four points A, B, C, and D. In Image 2, we see
the Delaunay Triangulation of these points. Five edges and 2 triangles have been added.
In Image 3, we can see that the circumspheres of the two triangles do not contain any
points other than those of the triangle.
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Figure 1
3.2

Orthosphere

Regular Triangulations
Regular Triangulations allow us to generalize Delaunay Triangulations to the case

where we have weights associated to each vertex. In this case, we can think of a vertex
as a ball centered at the vertex with a radius equal to the weight. We must then replace
the circumsphere with the "orthosphere".
De nition 21 Given an n-simplex with n+1 balls Bi at its vertices, the orthosphere is
the unique sphere U such that U is tangent to all Bi .

(See image below.)

The center

of this sphere is called the orthocenter, and likewise, the radius of this sphere is called the
orthoradius.
De nition 22 Given K0 ; a vertex set in Rn and a set of weights associated to each  2 K0 ,
the Regular Triangulation is the unique simplicial complex such that for any n-simplex
 2 K, the orthosphere of  contains no points of K0 other than those that make up the
vertices of .
The idea of a Regular Triangulation was developed by Edelsbrunner (4), who also
coined the term orthosphere. A Regular Triangulation is necessary to represent as complexes objects such as molecules where the vertices are atoms of di¤erent radii. Edelsbrunner developed an algorithm to calculate the Regular Triangulation based on topological
ipping (15). We will use a somewhat di¤erent approach, which is easier to implement
and is equivalent to topological ipping. This is a modi ed version of an algorithm for two
dimensional Delaunay Triangulations discussed by Priester (21).
12

3.3

Algorithms
Sjaak Priester presents an excellent algorithm for 2 dimensional Delaunay Triangu-

lations. This algorithm can be easily modi ed to work in R3 (21).
This algorithm is for a Delaunay Triangulation for a point cloud in R3 , but may be
generalized to higher dimensions. The idea behind the incremental algorithm to compute
the Delaunay Triangulations of a vertex set is to begin with a Delaunay Triangulation
(a single tetrahedron), add vertices one at a time, and add/remove higher dimensional
simplices as needed to maintain the Delaunay Property. The only data structures we will
need to maintain for this algorithm are a list of vertices, a list of tetrahedra, a bu¤er. We
must also be able to store the center and radius of the circumsphere of each tetrahedron.
We begin by creating the single tetrahedron mentioned above. To keep the algorithm
as simple as possible, we will create a bounding tetrahedron by choosing its 4 vertices such
that the tetrahedron contains the point cloud. In R3 , this is obtained by bounding the
vertices in a cube (using maximum coordinate value), circumscribe the cube by a sphere,
and circumscribe the sphere by a tetrahedron. We will call the vertices of this tetrahedron
v1 , v2 , v3 , and v4 . This can also be generalized to higher dimensions. We will refer to the
lists of vertices (K0 ) and tetrahedra as V and T respectively, and we will call the bu¤er for
storing faces B. We must have a function IsInTetCircum(point, tetrahedron) to determine
if a point is contained in the circumsphere of the tetrahedra.

We will use the notation

Bu¤er += x for adding an element to the bu¤er and Bu¤er -= x for removing an element
from the bu¤er.
Algorithm 23 Let B be a bounding tetrahedron

13

Delaunay Algorithm
This algorithm begins with the bounding tetrahedron. Next, the algorithm nds all
tetrahedra whose circumsphere contains the point added, pi . It then stores the faces of
these tetrahedra in B and deletes the tetrahedra from T. Next, it deletes any faces from B
that are not unique. Then, a new tetrahedra is added to T from each face in B to pi . B
is now emptied, and we add the next point. This continues until all points in V have been
added. In the nal step, the algorithm removes the bounding tetrahedron from T, and it
removes the associated vertices from V. We are left with the Delaunay Triangulation of
the point cloud V = K0 .
Remark 24 Edelsbrunner descibes a similar algorithm for computing a Delaunay Triangulation. What he does di¤erently is rather than nding all tetrahedra whose circumsphere
contains a newly added point, he nds the one tetrahedron that contains the point. Then
we

nds a neighboring tetrahedron whose circumsphere contains the point and performs

a series of topological ips to change the local tetrahedra.

This is far more di¢ cult to

implement, but provides the same results.
This algorithm can be generalized to produce a Regular Triangulation simply by
replacing the circumsphere of each tetrahedron with the orthosphere. I have implemented
14

this algorithm in C++ (program called DelaunayTet), and used it to calculate the Delaunay
Triangulation of several proteins.

The e¢ciency of my program is illustrated in the

following table. These time were recorded from calculations performed on a Dell Pentium
4 2.80 GHz computer with 1 Gb ram. Note the number of atoms of each protein (#V)
and the size of the pdb le (Size) and the runtime of the program (Time).

Protei
n
Collagen
Hem oglobi
n
Heli
case
Dystrophi
n
Fi
bri
nogen
BRCA1
Calm oduli
n

Code
1A3J
2HHD
1PJR
1DXX
1FZA
1JM7
1CFC

Software Compari
son (Delaunay Tri
angulati
on)
Si
ze (kDa)
Functi
on
#V
#E
#F
0.097
ExtracellularMatri
x
126
860
1430
64
Oxygen Transport
4384 34025 59179
69
DNA Repai
ri
ng/Unwi
ndi
ng 5053 38661 67077
77
Structural Protei
n
7548 58235 101219
58
Blood Coagulati
on
11394 87976 153062
205
Anti
tum or
44212 336592 584622
140
Calci
um Bi
ndi
ng
56550 427386 741494

#T
695
29507
33468
50531
76479
292241
370657

DelaunayTet
Ti
me
1S
4M 20S
5M 34S
11M 55S
27M 8S
6H 45M 40S
11H 10M 56S

Table: Delaunay Triangulation

Delaunay Triangulation
45000
40000

Tim e (S)

35000
30000
25000

Delaunay

20000

Poly. (Delaunay)

15000
10000
5000
0
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

Vertices

50000

60000
y = 1E-05x 2 - 0.0173x + 82.911
R2 = 1

Graph: Delaunay Triangulation
The time required for each of the proteins I used to test the program ranged from
1 second to 12 hours.

This graph shows that my program for Delaunay Triangulations

runs in quadratic time. The quadratic equation shown for the trendline in the graph is
automatically calculated by Microsoft Excel. The graph also shows the R2 value for this
trendline. This R2 value is a measure of the goodness to t of the points to the quadratic
curve with such that the larger the absolute value (up to 1), the closer the points t the
curve. R2 is de ned as follows.
15

De nition 25 Let

i

be the ith measured value and let

i

be the cooresponding estimated

value (trendline). Assuming the are n data points,
R2 =

n
X

(

i

2
i)

i=0

3.4 Program Output
The output les for DelaunayTet are too large to present here, so to illustrate the
output, I ran the program on the following simple point cloud for a single tetrahedron. The
input represents one vertex per row, one coordinate per column. The output represents
one simplex per row (points, edges, faces, tetrahedra respectively) given in terms of the
simplexs vertices.

Delaunay Input

Delaunay Output
Each line is a point, each having an (x, y, z) coordinate. When run on this simple
le, DelaunayTet provides the following results.
16

What you see is a list of simplices. The program numbers each point, and then
describes each edge, face, and tetrahedron by its vertices. This format was choosen to be
easily imported into other programs. For examples, see the section "Software Analysis".
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IV. Betti Numbers
A great deal of information can be obtained just from knowing the rank of the homology
groups of a simplicial complex. W e will de ne the rank of a homology group as the Betti
number of the complex.
De nition 26 The Betti numbers of K are de ned as

k

= rk(Hk (K)); k= 0; 1; :::; n:

Intuitively,the Betti numbers tell us the number of n-dimensional holes represented
in the homology group.

0;

1;

2

represent the number of components,tunnels,and voids

in a simplicial complex K respectively,and therefore in the underlying space X = jKj.

4.1 Filtration
In order to compute the Betti numbers of a simplicial complex (which may be a
Delaunay or Regular Triangulation of a point cloud)in an incremental fashion,we will
need to de ne the order in which we will add the simplices.
De nition 27 A ltration F is an orderingof simplices in a simplicialcomplex.
This ltration may be random or determined by the needs of a speci c application.
This ltered complex will be the only input for our algorithm to compute Betti Numbers.
Our growing complex will be created by adding the simplices in the order determined by
the ltration.

4.2 Algorithm
This algorithm will calculate the Betti numbers for a simplicial complexof dimension
3,therefore,we will call each simplexeither a vertex,edge,triangle,or tetrahedron. Calculating Betti numbers is relatively simple. W e will use an incremental algorithm which is
a modi ed version of the algorithm developed by Edelsbrunner (14),that will prove very
useful in subsequent sections. W e begin by running through all simplices of a ltration F,
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marking all k-simplices that form a k-cycle. We will need data structures to maintain a
list of simplices of each type. We must also be able to store values (true/false) to mark
each simplex as completing a cycle or not. Furthermore, we will need to store a component
number for each vertex and triangle.
Marking vertices
All vertices are initially 0-cycles and therefore will be marked.
Marking edges
To mark edges, we must begin with the set of all vertices. Initially, each vertex is a
component. For each edge, as it appears in the ltration, consider the two vertices forming
the edge.
 If the component numbers of the vertices are di¤erent, a and b, we must change
all of the component numbers in the vertex list that are equal to b to a. Since
the component numbers are di¤erent, we know that the vertices were from di¤erent
components, and by adding the edge, we joined them, thereby removing a 0-cycle.
This edge will not be marked.
 Otherwise, if the component numbers of the two vertices are the same, then by adding
the edge, we have created a new 1-cycle. Therefore, we will mark this edge.
Marking triangles
Deciding whether to mark triangles is a bit more di¢cult. We will use a dual graph,
de ned as follows. We will consider the tetrahedra as nodes and each triangle as an edge
between the nodes if the triangle is a face of both tetrahedra represented by the nodes.
We will be working backward through the ltration removing simplices, considering only
triangles. We will begin with a unique component number assigned to each tetrahedron.
As we add each triangle, consider the two tetrahedra that it connects.
 If the component numbers of the nodes are di¤erent assume we have component
values a and b, you must change all of the component numbers in the node list that
are equal to b to a. Since the component numbers are di¤erent, we know that this
triangle splits two tetrahedra. Therefore it creates a 2-cycle, and we will mark it.
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 Otherwise, if the component numbers are the same, then by adding the triangle, we
have lled a 1-cycle. Therefore, we will not mark this triangle.
Marking tetrahedra
No tetrahedra will be marked except for the last tetrahedron to complete a triangulation. This is because this is the only tetrahedron that completes a 3-cycle (14).
Betti A lgorithm
A lgorithm 28 Let S be a ltered complex with n simplices.

Betti Algorithm
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V. Alpha Shapes
Thus far we have developed some methods of analyzing a set of n-dimensional points.
However, in some applications, data sets can get so large and complicated with many
di¤erent kinds of tunnels and voids, that Betti numbers become almost useless. There
is far too much data to interpret. With such data sets, visualization, or even trying to
understand anything about the shape of space represented by the point set, may be very
di¢cult. We need a de nition of the shape of a point set. To this end, we will introduce
the concept of an Alpha Shape.
We begin with the set points in Rn . We can enlarge all points (turn points into balls)
by a value called

to form balls centered at the point with radius

. As we increase

,

and hence the balls, we are in essence building a simplicial complex as before. Another
way of describing this is that as

grows, the level of detail in the complex goes from ne

to coarse. In the case of weighted points, we start with the balls with radius equal to the
square weight, and add

to that radius. We build the complex as follows. As

grows,

when two balls become tangent, we add an edge between them to the complex. A triangle
is added when the -balls located at its vertices cover the triangle. Likewise, a tetrahedron
is formed when the

-balls located at its vertices cover the tetrahedron. The value of

at which we add each simplex is called the birth of the simplex. After we determine the
birth of each simplex, we created a ltration by ordering the simplices in the complex by
birth.

In the case of a tie, the lower dimensional simplex is placed rst.

This process

yields a family of Alpha Shapes, de ned as follows.
De nition 29 An Alpha Shape is a simplicial complex obtained bytaking a vertex set and
a particular value of

and calculating the edges,triangles,and tetrahedra from the -balls

as described above.
De nition 30 An Alpha Complex is the ltration of all Alpha Shapes for all values of
-1 <

< 1.
An Alpha Complex is a ltration. In the alpha shape, for su¢ciently small , you get

only the point set. For su¢ciently large , you get the convex hull of the point cloud. As
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increases, the complex grows. If we use the incremental algorithm for calculating Betti
numbers on this ltration, we get the Betti numbers at each stage in the building process.
This can be far more valuable than simply knowing the Betti number for the Delaunay
Triagulation. There may be tunnels, or voids that are almostclosed (for example a "C"
shape or a pocket), that would have been missed by the Betti numbers of the complex, but
can be seen by looking at the Betti numbers of the Alpha Shapes. We can also get an idea
of the size of the hole by varying alpha. We will look at this further in the next section.

5.1

Persistent Homology
In applications, Homology groups have several limitations. The Betti numbers for

a complex may be very large due to small cycles originating from errors in measurement
or minor structures in the complex, which may limit the usefulness of Homology groups.
Furthermore, shapes such as the letter "C" may be nearly a cycle, but not quite.

In

applications, we may want to capture these structures as well. To remove noise and to
enable us to describe a larger class of shapes, we will develop "persistent homology".
In the last section, we developed the idea of a ltration. In the case of a ltration
arising from Alpha Shapes, we can think of the ltration as the life-span of a growing
complex. In this growing complex, cycles are continuously forming and collapsing. We can
learn a great deal from looking at the amount of time it takes for the cycle to collapse after
it is created. This leads us to the following de nition.
De nition 31 Persistence is a measure of importance of an n-cycle de ned to be the
di¤erence between the

for which the cycle is created, to the

it is lled by adding an

(n+1)-simplex.
The Algorithm
Edelsbrunner describes the following algorithm for computing the persistence of Betti
Numbers of a simplicial complex (14). As in the Algorithm for the calculation of Betti
Numbers, we will need to mark each simplex in the ltration as either completing a cycle
or not called a "positive cycle"or a "negative cycle". We use this terminology because in
our ltration, the addition of each cycle either creates or destroys a cycle. We would like
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to build a list of cycles, while maintaining the

of death and

of birth of them. We will

run through the ltration, and each time we add a negative simplex, we will note the
and run a subalgorithm to determine the

of birth of the cycle destroyed by this simplex.

We will end up with a list of times of birth and death from which we can determine the
persistence of each cycle, and the persistent homology groups of the complex.
The Subalgorithm
In order to match the simplex that creates a cycle to the simplex that destroys it,
we will use a hash table. We use negative (or destroying) simplices to represent cycles.
We will also index each simplex in the ltration with an integer for reference. We begin
with an empty hash table with columns for each simplex in the ltration. The columns are
empty if the corresponding simplices are positive. If the corresponding simplex is negative,
the column will contain the index A of the associated positive simplex and a list

of other

positive simplices. When we come to a negative simplex N in the main algorithm, we look
in the corresponding entry in the hash table. We build a list, ; of the positive simplices
that bound N. If the entry cooresponding to N in the table is empty, we store the element
in  with the largest
unique elements in  [

in A, and let

= . Otherwise, we merge we set  equal to the

and repeat this process.

For an example of what this table might look like, see below.

Simplex Index
ȕ
A

0
3
A0

1

2
1
A2

Hash Table
3

…
Ah

i

…
Aj

n
i
An

Hash Table
Now, we have a list of cycles with birth and death in the ltration. We need only
take the di¤erence to obtain the persistence for each cycle, and add this value to the list.
Now, by ordering the list in increasing order of persistence, we may cut o¤ the list at any
value we chose, and we have the persistent homology.
The usefulness of persistent homology becomes evident when we consider noise. Cycles that have a low persistence in the ltration are likely unimportant or error in mea-
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surement. By setting a cuto¤ value, we can separate topological noise from topological
features.

5.2

Implementation
I have implemented the algorithm for persistent homology in C++ (program called

PerHom). The following table gives the run time of the program for each protein tested.
PersistentHomology
Size (kDa)
Function
0.097
Extracellular Matrix
6
Hormone
Unknown
DNA Fragment
64
Oxygen Transport
69
DNA Repairing/Unwinding
32
DNA Repairing/Unwinding
77
Structural Protein
94
Transferase
58
Blood Coagulation
205
Antitumor

Protein
Code
Collagen
1A3J
Insulin
4INS
DNA
*1A36
Hemoglobin
2HHD
Helicase
1PJR
Topoisomerase I 1A36
Dystrophin
1DXX
TAQ Polymerase 1CMW
Fibrinogen
1FZA
BRCA1
1JM7

#V
126
829
896
4384
5053
5228
7548
7958
11394
44212

#E
860
6136
6600
34025
38661
40040
58235
61449
87976
336592

#F
1430
10542
11343
59179
67077
69534
101219
106887
153062
584622

#T
695
5234
5638
29507
33468
34721
50531
53395
76479
292241

PerHom
Time
11S
4M 27S
6M 12S
2H 12M 49S
2H 49M 44S
4H 18M 58S
6H 18M 28S
9H 32M 4S
14H 25M 45S
8D 20H 18M 38S

Table:Persistent Homology

Persistent Homology
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Time(S)

600000
500000
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400000

Poly. (PHom)

300000
200000
100000
0
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

Vertices

50000
2

y = 0.0004x + 0.491x -177.65
2

R = 0.9999

Graph:Persistent Homology
As you can see, this program runs in quadratic time with respect to the number of
vertices. The times ranged from 11 seconds to nearly 9 days. This run time is signi cantly
longer than that for the Delaunay Triangulation program described earlier, even though
it is merely a continuation of that program.

This is due to the fact that the number

of simplices grows quickly as we increase the number of vertices, and to calculate the
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persistent homology, we must maintain a large amount of information on each simplex
throughout the run time of the program. However, considering that we are not likely to
see many proteins larger than BRCA1 (Breast Cancer Anti-Tumor Protein), our program
can be useful.
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Part II

Examining Protein Structure
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"He who seeks for methods without having a de nite problem in mind seeks
in the most part in vain." David Hilbert (16).
Protein function is in part determined by its shape. This shape allows it to bind
to a target molecule (5). Binding sites on the protein attach to other molecule like a
lock and key to form a new complex, and many proteins have multiple binding sites to
facilitate multiple functions. One important and challenging goal of proteomics, the study
of proteins, is the identi cation and characterization of protein binding sites, and thus their
function. Some of these binding sites are rings or similar structures that may be identi ed
using persistent homology. Also of interest are the voids in the protein, since molecules
trapped in the protein during the folding process will have an e¤ect on the shape and
therefore on the function of the protein. Before we discuss the mathematical modeling of
proteins further, we need to understand the structure of a protein.
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VI. Protein Structure
Proteins are built from amino acids and are organized in polypeptide chains.

Proteins

have four levels of structure:

Primary

primary, secondary, tertiary, and quarternary.

structure simply refers to the sequence of amino acids in the polypeptide chains. When
the protein forms, this polypeptide chain will fold, forming bonds between non-consecutive
amino acids which leads to the higher levels of structure. The secondary structure consists
of domains or individual pieces of the polypeptide which have a particular function and
shape. For example, the polypeptide chain may coil forming an alpha helix or form at
sheet, a beta sheet. The tertiary structure refers to the overall three dimensional shape
(formed by folding) of the polypeptide. Some proteins consist of multiple polypeptide. In
this case, the protein has a quarternary structure which de nes the way the polypeptide
chains t together (5).
Domains have become important in determining the function of a protein.

Each

domain may allow the protein to bind to a di¤erent molecule. In this thesis, we will be
interested in DNA binding domains. The most common DNA binding domains are helixloop-helix, helix-turn-helix, leucine zippers, and zinc ngers. The rst two are somewhat
obvious. They are formed by two

helices seperated by a loop or turn (23). The leucine

zipper is formed by two parallel

helices bonded along their length which resembles a

zipper (18). Finally, the zinc nger consists of a nger usually made from cysteines and
histidines binding a zinc ion. This is one of the most common DNA binding domains. A
protein may contain more than one nger. Where proteins contain multiple ngers, each
nger binds to an adjacent site on the DNA strand. This provides a simple structure for
binding to a wide range of DNA sites (24).
below.
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Each of these domain types are illustrated

DNA Binding Domains
Below, we see two common motifs for DNA binding proteins. In TAQ Polymerase,
we see a hand structure, which holds a DNA strand. In Helicase, we see a ring structure
which DNA passes through. These two structures will be easily identi able using persistent
homology.

Proteins with Hand / Ring
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VII. Data & Methods
The number of proteins whose structure has been solved are growing rapidly, making
computational analysis possible. These protein structures can be obtained from the website
www.pdb.org (Protein Data Bank), which currently contains 34303 structures. These les,
called pdb les, contain a great deal of information on the structure such as the function,
the number of

helices and beta sheets, etc. as well as the coordinates of each atom.

The coordinates also contain information on the amino acid containing the protein, the
type of atom, etc. I have written a program called Convert to strip away all the additional
information such as how the protein was obtained, structure of the protein, which molecule
each atom comes from, etc. Convert leaves only the coordinates of the atoms and the radii
if we are using them. Convert then formats the coordinates for use in my homology and
persistent homology (PerHom) programs. As was expected and I veri ed experimentally,
in the study of proteins, weights have little importance since the weight only range from
1.2 to 2.0, but the size of the protein (number of vertices) and any topological features is
signi cantly larger than the range. I veri ed this by running the program on a selection
of proteins both with and without weights. The persistence values were the same, but the
values of

for the birth and death of the cycle were translated.
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VIII. Results
After analysis of each of the proteins listed below, a tolerance level was set to remove
topological noise. Where possible, this was done by looking for gaps in the sequence of
persistence values, which suggests that the structures identi ed as topological features are
indeed separate from those identi ed as topological noise. In the table below, we see a brief
description of the protein as well as the one or two largest topological features (depending
on how many value follow the gap). We quickly see that the values in red (the last 5) belong
to to DNA binding proteins and those in black bind to proteins or other molecules. Of
those highlighted, we have a fragment of DNA and four DNA binding proteins (Helicase,
Topoisomerase I, TAQ Polymerase, and BRCA1).
Persistent Homology
Topological Features (1-Cycles)
Protein
Size (kDa)
Function
Persistence (angstroms)
Collagen
0.097
Extracellular Matrix
2.4
Ring
Dystrophin
77
Structural Protein
8.6
Ring
Fibrinogen
58
Blood Coagulation
8.3,28.1
Ring,Hand
Hemoglobin
64
Oxygen Transport
6.5
Ring
Insulin
6
Hormone
6.8
Ring
BRCA1
205
Antitumor
10.8,10.8
Ring,Hand
DNA
Unknown
DNA Fragment
6.3
Ring
Helicase
69
DNA Repairing/Unwinding
10.8
Ring
TAQ Polymerase
94
Transferase
10.2,12.11
Hand,Hand
Topoisomerase I
32
DNA Repairing/Unwinding
13.6,18.4
Hand,Hand

Table: Persistent Homology of Proteins
Looking at this information graphically (below), we can see that in the range of
persistent features from 10 to 20 angstroms, every protein is DNA binding.

While this

range is loosely de ned, and more testing is needed to determine if there are types of
binding sites in this range, these results are suggestive that we have a method of searching
for structures that may bind with DNA. This type of analysis could also be expanded
to look for common ranges for binding sites for other molecules.

For example, future

work could be aimed at trying to recognize binding sites for a particular target molecule
(protein, DNA, or other molecule).
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Graph: Persistent 1-cycles of selected proteins
Below, we see representations of DNA binding proteins obtained using Rasmol. Rasmol is a freely available program that allows you to visualize a biological molecule in three
dimensions.

It allows you to move, rotate, and change the appearance of the molecule,

and well as view the molecule using di¤erent models (space- lling diagram, wireframe, ball
& stick, etc.) (22).

Proteins
As you can see, we have both ring-shaped and hand-shaped binding sites for holding
DNA. The di¤erence can be seen by looking not at the persistence, but at the birth date
from which it was calculated. As we have mentioned earlier, using persistent homology,
we can not only detect n-dimensional holes, but also incomplete holes such as a hand
structure by looking at the Betti numbers of the Alpha Shapes. When we calculate the
persistent homology, we can look at the birth and death for each cycle. Zero coorsponds
to the point cloud. If the interval I = (birth, death) contains 0, then the hole is present in
the protein (i.e. tunnel, void). If I does not contain 0, then the hole is not present in the
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protein. Instead, this structure may be a hand shape or a pocket which would not have
been detected by the homology groups. For example I = (.5, 4) could represent a hand,
while I = (-.5, 4) could represent a ring. The importance of these structures can be seen
by looking at TAQ Polymerase below which uses this hand shape to hold DNA.
Here, we can see the usefulness of this type of protein analysis.

While the later

three proteins, in the previous picture, have a single binding site, and their function is well
understood, BRCA1 has multiple binding sites and carries out multiple functions. It is not
at rst obvious that it has a ring-shaped structure for DNA-binding. This illustrates that
once a proteins structure has been solved (the coordinates of the atoms are determined
such as by X-ray crystallography) we may use the methods described in this thesis to look
for unknown binding sites. Any ring or hand type shape on the protein (such as a pocket)
may be found in this way.
The table below lists the functions of those proteins used in the thesis.
Protein
Collagen
Insulin
DNA
Hemoglobin
Helicase
Topoisomerase I
Dystrophin
TAQ Polymerase
Fibrinogen
BRCA1

Function
Structural Protein
Glucose management protein
Sample segment of DNA
Oxygen binding protein in red blood cells
DNA supercoiling protein
DNA replicating protein
Structural Protein
DNA replicating protein
Coalgulation protein
Breast Cancer Anti-tumor protein

Functions of Selected Proteins
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IX. Concluding Remarks
The main focus of this thesis was to develop and implement the software to calculate
persistent homology and to demonstrate it using an application.

We have been able to

show the usefulness of persistent homology to identify ring or hand shaped DNA binding
domains. However, this is only the beginning.
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X. Future Work
Persistent homology can also be used to nd voids within a protein. By setting an upper
and lower bound on the persistence, we could nd voids of a particular size. Voids within
a protein may indicate the presence of water molecules trapped during the folding process.
This will a¤ect the presence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions within the protein,
which a¤ect the function of the protein. It has been shown that water molecules inside
and outside the protein have a dramatic e¤ect on its function (23).
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XI. Other Work
Zomorodian has completed similar work using barcodes and persistent homology to examine protein shape. Using tangent complexes, he was able to distinguish shapes based
on "sharp" features of objects that are topologically identical.

Using a ltered tangent

complex, he was able to distinguish shapes based on "soft" features.

Then, applying

persistent homology, he created a barcode for each shape consisting of a nite union of
intervals which can be used to identify and classify shapes (1).

Also, Krishnamoorthy

has used persistent homology to classify proteins by primary, secondary, teriary, and quarternary structure. This was done by computing the persistent homology of neighborhoods
of a strand of contiguous alpha carbon atoms in a protein (17).
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Part III

Software Analysis: CH omP,
PLEX ,Alpha Shapes,CG AL,and
G AP
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The purpose of this section is to evaluate currently available software which may
have similar functionality to the programs developed in this paper. Software available
for computing homology includes CHomP, PLEX, GAP, and Alpha Shapes.
available for computing Alpha Shapes includes CGAL and Alpha Shapes.
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Software

XII. CHomP
12.1

Background Information
CHomP, Computational Homology Project, is a software package developed by Pawel

Pilarczyk at Georgia Tech. CHomP runs in Windows and consists of 38 individual programs
for speci c homology computations (in n-dimensions).

CHomP can compute the Betti

Numbers/homology/reduced homology of a Simplicial/Cubical complex as well as the maps
induced in homology. It also has many tools including programs for data conversion (including bitmap data). CHomP is freely available at http://www.math.gatech.edu/126chomp/

12.2

Program Analysis
CHomP is a very powerful, yet very easy package to use, with no installation neces-

sary. The programs are called from a command prompt (DOS) with optional switches as
required and the name of the data le. I speci cally tested homsimpl.exe which calculates
simplicial homology given a list of simplices. The format for the data le is simple. Each
line in the data le consist of a simplex named by its vertices. For example, "1" is a point,
"1 2" is an edge, "1 2 3" is a triangle, and so forth. I tested CHomP with the Delaunay
Triangulation of a number of proteins - obtained from my program discussed in the chapter
"Calculating Simplicial Homology" - with the e¢ciency of the program discussed in this
chapter. Since each test le is based on the Delaunay Triangulation (of the convex hull),
each le represents the maximum number of simplices for the convex hull of each protein.
This avoids bias in selection of the simplicial complex, allowing us to analyze the runtime
of the program (homsimpl). The results are as follows:

Protein
Collagen
Hemoglobin
Helicase
Dystrophin
Fibrinogen
BRCA1
Calmodulin

Code
1A3J
2HHD
1PJR
1DXX
1FZA
1JM7
1CFC

Software Comparison (Homology Software)
Size (kDa)
Function
#V
#E
0.097
Extracellular Matrix
126
860
64
Oxygen Transport
4384 34025
69
DNA Repairing/Unwinding 5053 38661
77
Structural Protein
7548 58235
58
Blood Coagulation
11394 87976
205
Antitumor
44212 336592
140
Calcium Binding
56550 427386

Table: CHomP
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#F
1430
59179
67077
101219
153062
584622
741494

#T
695
29507
33468
50531
76479
292241
370657

CHomP
Time
.06S
30.7S
50.4S
2M 54S
8M 29S
2H 28M 41S
4H 3M 39S

As you can see in the following graph, CHomPs runtime varies quadratically with
respect to the number of vertices with which we begin. The equation for the quadratic
relationship is given in the graph with an R2 value of 1.

CHomP
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y = 5E-06x 2 - 0.0046x - 34.547
R2 = 1

Graph: CHomP

12.3

Comparison with PerHom
CHomP is an e¢ecient, user friendly software package aimed at computing homology

of complexes and maps in Rn .

In comparison, PerHom is also user friendly, but works

only for R3 and sacri ces speed in order to compute persistent homology.
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XIII. PLEX
13.1

Background Information
PLEX is a set of routines written for MatLab (http://www.mathworks.com), de-

veloped by Vin de Silva at Stanford University with the help of Gunnar Carlson. PLEX
computes the Betti Numbers of Simplicial Complexes as well as the Betti Numbers of maps.
Future work on PLEX will include the addition of tools to work with persistent homology.
PLEX is freely available at http://math.stanford.edu/comptop/programs/plex/

13.2

Program Analysis
I tested PLEX using Matlab 7.0. All that is required to install PLEX is to open

Matlab and add the PLEX directory to the path. However, using this version of Matlab,
I found that to run any of these routines you must rst correct one problem. The Display
le, found in the @plex directory, uses dim as both a variable and a function, which is
not allowed. Changing the variable name (to anything else) will allow Matlab to run the
routines without error.
The instructions for using PLEX can be found on the above mentioned website. In
testing PLEX, I found that you may only enter data as a list of verticies. After de ning an
epsilon value (similar to the
edges for the vertex set.

-value discussed earlier), PLEX calculates the appropriate

Other routines then allow you to expand the complex to n

dimensions. However, with this limitation on the way the complex is built (you can import
only vertices, the other simplices are calculated by the program), it is not possible to
use the Delaunay Triangulation calculated in the previous section, so a comparison with
CHomP could not be made. This limitation also limits the usefulness and ease of use. A
further complication was found in that given the vertex set for the smallest protein used,
PLEX runs out of memory and fails. This appears to be a limitation on the amount of
memory allocated to the program by MatLab.
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XIV. Alpha Shapes (Delcx, Mkalf, Alvis, Volbl)
14.1

Background Information
Alpha Shapesconsists of ve programs (Pdb2alf, Delcx, Mkalf, Alvis, Volbl) by

the National Center for Supercomputing Applications and the Department of Computer
Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This program runs only in
Linux/Unix/Sun and requires the library les ld.so-1.9.5-13.i386 and libc-5.3.12-31.i386.
Alpha Shapescan compute the Betti Numbers of a complex, but only in dimension three.
The ve programs are described as follows.
1. Pdb2alf: Convert PDB les to a text le for input in the program.
2. Delcx: Calculate the Delaunay/Regular Triangulation of the vertices/balls.
3. Mkalf: Calculate the Alpha Complex of the given triangulation.
4. Alvis: Graphically display the Alpha Complex. Graph some calculated properties of
the complex by alpha rank including Betti numbers, volume, surface area, etc.
5. Calculate geometric properties of the Alpha Complex.

14.2

Commercial Use
Alpha Shapes is freely available at http://biogeometry.duke.edu/software/alphashapes/.

These programs have been used in the study of proteins, and have also been modifed by Hebert Edelsbrunner for commercial use in surface reconstruction by GeoMagic.
Geomagic o¤ers multiple programs tailored for speci c applications. They are:
 Geomagic Qualify: For comparison of CAD models
 Geomagic Studio: For creating computer models of physical parts
 Geomagic Cadmus Fashion: For surface design
 Geomagic eShell: Specialized software for the hearing industry
 Geomagic Dental: Specialized software for the dental industry
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You can nd out more about Geomagic by visiting www.geomagic.com.

14.3

Program Analysis
Testing Alpha Shapes was particularly di¢cult, with very little documentation, but

worth the work. Alpha Shapes runs under Linux rather than Windows, but would not run
under the any versions of Linux originally tested. I would like to thank John Jarvis for
his help in solving this matter. At his suggestion, I installed Fedora Core 2, and two older
libraries required by Alpha Shapes: ld.so-1.9.5-13.i386.rpm and libc-5.3.12-31.i386.rpm,
which can be found at http://rpm nd.net.
Alpha Shapes is a group of programs (Delcx, Mkalf, Alvis, Volbl) which must be
run in this order for each data le. Delcx calculates the Delaunay Triangulation. Mkalf
calculates the Alpha Shapes. Alvis is the workhorse of this package. Alvis is basically
a viewer for the complex obtained from the previous two programs, but allows real-time
calculation of characteristics of the complex such as Betti numbers, volume, surface area,
etc. It also allows manipulation of the complex itself. Finally, Volbl can calculate volumes
of data such as the volume of each void in the complex, etc.
Since Alpha Shapes is really a software package, with each step requiring the manual
running of a program with the test

le, and since the results we are interested in are

calculated in real-time inside the visualization portion of the software, detailed analysis of
the run-time of the software was not possible. However, each protein used to test CHomP
was run with Alpha Shapes with run times similar to that of CHomP.
Comparison with PerHom
For the purpose of computing Betti numbers, this software has a weakness in that
you can only look at one Betti number at a time. This means that if you want to look at
how the Betti number change as alpha grows, you must enter the values in another program
by hand. This can be a very time consuming process. PerHom provides an electronic list
of the Betti numbers at each value of alpha in the Alpha Complex. Secondly, though the
Geomagic programs claim to use persistent homology, this was not a feature included in
Alpha Shapes.
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XV. CGAL
15.1

Background Information
CGAL, Computational Geometry Algorithms Library, is a geometry software pack-

age created as a collaborative e¤ort from several sites in Europe and Israel. CGAL is
basically code to be used in C++ under IRIX/Linux/Unix/Windows. CGAL does not
directly compute homology, but can provide the tools necessary to compute triangulations
and alpha complexes from which homology can easily be calculated incrementally. However, CGAL can only be used in dimensions two and three. CGAL is freely available at
http://cgal.org/.

15.2

Program Analysis
Testing CGAL proved very di¢cult. First, CGAL requires C++7.0 or higher to

run. After installing this software, and following the websites instructions on installing
CGAL in this platform, the CGAL routines still fail to compile. Looking through the
message board at cgal.org, and having email assistance from the website, I could not
adjust the C++ settings to allow CGAL to run. The message boards showed that this
was a very common problem, not always resolved.
http://www.cgal.org/user_support_frame.html.
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This message board is located at

XVI. GAP
16.1

Background Information
Simplicial Homology is a package written for GAP. It runs only on Linux/Unix

systems. The two purposes behind this project were to implement e¢cient algorithms
for the calculation of Smith Normal Forms of sparse matrices with integer entries and
Simplicial Homology of Simplicial Complexes.
This program is composed of two les, one for Simplicial Homology calculations (in
n-dimensions), and the other for matrix calculations. The four main functions in the
program are:
1. SimplicialHomology (Simplicial Complex, Index Range): returns for the requested
index range.
2. SimplicialBettiNumbers (Simplicial Complex, Index Range): returns a list of Betti
numbers (dimension of torsion free part) for the requested index range.
3. SimplicialNTorsionRanks (Simplicial Complex, n, Index Range): returns a list of the
ranks of the N-torsion of the homology groups for the speci ed index range.
4. BoundaryMaps (Simplicial Complex, Index Range, Filename): returns a list of matrix representations of the boundary operators, for the speci ed index range.
Finally, three uses have been suggested and tested for this program.
1. Calculation of homology groups for a large, complex Simplicial Complex.
2. Calculation of homology for many small Simplicial Complexes.
3. Use as a teaching aide in homology course.
The Simplicial Homology package for GAP is freely available at http://www.linalg.org/gap.html.

16.2

Program Analysis
With the help of a trained Linux user, I tried to install GAP on multiple platforms

using multiple installation methods, but was ultimately unsuccessful.
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